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Abstract. In this paper, we present an efficient lane detection and
tracking algorithm for wide-baseline stereo vision systems with cameras
mounted on the host vehicle. The main purposes of the vision system
are host vehicle localization and lane shape recognition for advanced
driver assistance tasks on highways and country roads with visible lane
boundary markings. This is achieved via the 3D geometrical reconstruc-
tion of the detected markings. Although, the wide baseline results in
an increased accuracy of lane reconstruction, it also increases the local
dissimilarities in corresponding images, thus, rendering the stereo match-
ing problem more difficult. A model-based feature matching method is
used to solve the correspondence problem. A fast ground plane estima-
tion is followed by the horizontal lane profile extraction with a robust
multi-stage fitting of a parabola-pair lane model on the metrically recon-
structed lane boundary features. Reconstructions from real-traffic images
are presented.

1 Introduction

Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are targets of an intense multidis-
ciplinary research and development activity in which both academic institutions
and industrial companies have been participating world-wide for the last two
decades. Equipped with passive and/or active sensors, the developed systems
are capable of gathering information about their complex dynamic environment
in real-time [1].

Herein, we focus on the accurate and robust detection of the road’s surface,
of the current lane’s shape and of the ego-vehicle’s relative pose in highway and
road scenes. In most of the cases, these are prerequisites of advanced driver as-
sistance applications, such as lane departure warning, lane keeping assistance,
lane changing assistance, vehicle and obstacle avoidance, pedestrian protection,
intelligent cruise control (e.g. speed adaptation) and driver attention monitor-
ing (by measuring the driver’s lane keeping performance). Our lane detection
and tracking system comprises a stereo vision hardware with calibrated cameras
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mounted on the side mirrors of a host vehicle in a general configuration. Previous
articles on this system focus on the preliminary camera calibration techniques
used for determining its intrinsic and extrinsic parameters [2],[3]. In a unified
vehicle/lane-state tracking, we also use the instantaneous speed and yaw-rate
information provided by the internal vehicle state sensors. Our algorithm relies

Fig. 1. Far lane markings are not occluded by the leading vehicle by favor of the wide
baseline. The images are outputs of the proposed lane detection algorithm.

on visible lane boundary markings. Model-based matching of the extracted and
filtered boundary features is applied to simplify the correspondence problem for
the wide-baseline stereo. A robust ground plane fitting to the sparse 3D data is
followed by the reprojection of all the detected lane markings in the images onto
this plane. This helps in fusing the segments detected only in one view and those
that could be related in the two views. A parabola-pair lane model is fitted to
the reconstructed lane markings in a robust multi-stage fitting procedure. The
lane and vehicle parameters are tracked over several frames with exponential
filtering and prediction based on linear dynamics.

As the algorithm relies on sparse information, that is, on the available lane
boundary markings solely, it does not handle unmarked lane boundaries or sit-
uations when the stripes are occluded by other vehicles in both views.

Since, by nature, the few visible lane markings do not always provide enough
information for more complex models, we describe the road as planar and the
horizontal profile of the lane as parabolic, and thus, the algorithm does not
handle abrupt changes in the lane’s curvature or non-planar roads. Therefore, the
applicability of the proposed method is restricted to highways and nearly planar
country road sections designed for high speeds. When the physically available
or the detected features does not fit to the lane model, the lane is lost and the
driver is alerted.

Compared to existing methods, the proposed algorithm has the advantage
that it neither requires a standard camera configuration nor performs rectifi-
cation or any kind of time-consuming image warping, while it works for wide-
baseline configurations, as well. The wide-baseline case is hardly handled in the
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literature despite that it may result in higher reconstruction accuracy for far-
range. As opposed to many existing methods, the proposed algorithm avoids
errors arising from vehicle pitching and suspension and it handles changes in the
road’s slope. Moreover, lane model fitting is solved in a robust but deterministic
and fast way.

Our paper is organized as follows. The state-of-art is overviewed in Section 2.
This is followed by the detailed description of the proposed algorithm in Sec-
tion 3. Results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the paper is concluded in
Section 5.

2 Related work

Based on surveys of lane detection and tracking algorithms [1],[4], we can state
that most of the algorithms correspond to the general structure outlined on the
left side of Figure 2. The systems and the applied processing techniques differ
primarily in the type of sensors they build upon: monocular [4] or binocular
[5],[6],[7] optical sensors and monocular or binocular infra-sensors for night vi-
sion. Recently, the information from vision sensors is augmented with the data
provided by RADAR, LIDAR, GPS sensors and digital maps. Road feature ex-

Fig. 2. The general scheme of lane detection algorithms based on cameras and on
additional sensors (left). The scheme of the proposed algorithm based on stereo vision
and on internal vehicle dynamics sensors (right).

traction within precomputed regions-of-interest (ROI’s) in the images relies on
sensor calibration data and on geometrical constraints arising from a lane model.
The most common features used for lane detection are intensity, color, texture,
edge strength and orientation [4],[6] and height with respect to the ground.
Region-driven methods use color and texture-based classification to find regions
that belong to the road’s surface. Feature-based methods use intensity [7] and
edges [6],[4]. For example, [6] uses the horizontal Laplacian-of-Gaussian filter to
extract edges, while [4] use multiple independent steerable filters fine-tuned for
several edge orientations and circular reflectors. Model-driven approaches use
deformable contours, e.g. splines, fitted to the image data.
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The horizontal lane profile model – that is fitted to the filtered set of ex-
tracted features – can be a simple linear model but more complex models, such
as parabolic, clothoidal or spline-based are often used, as well. Linear, parabolic
and clothoidal models have a few degrees-of-freedom in contrast to the spline-
based model. The spline-based model permits abrupt changes in the lane’s shape
that is mostly exploited in more complex scenes, such as urban environments
where lower-order models may prove unsatisfactory.

Since several additional constraints arise from a known ground surface, some
systems detect it explicitly before performing lane detection [6],[8]. For exam-
ple, in the case of a known ground plane, its vanishing line, i.e. the horizon,
can be used to assist the localization of the lane’s vanishing point, where the
image of locally parallel lane boundary lines meet [9]. Explicit ground surface
reconstruction is possible by either taking motion or multi-sensorial information
into consideration. Monocular systems can only rely on motion and on the as-
sumption of both planar road and parallel lane boundaries. On the other hand,
both [6] and [8] use stereo information for explicit ground surface reconstruction.
[5] applies the Helmholtz shear equation to render zero disparity to points that
lie on the planar ground and to ease the classification of pixels to on-road and
off-road points.

The stereo system in [7] and the monocular system in [4] use inverse per-
spective mapping to remap the acquired images onto the road’s plane, i.e. the
images are warped with a suitable homography, before performing feature de-
tection. Despite that [7] is a stereo system, multiple views are exploited only in
object detection by analysing the differences between the two unwarped images.

[4] and [7] perform image processing in the metrically reconstructed space.
It is also possible to perform lane model fitting in the image space. Using the
fact that the image of a parabola-pair is a specific hyperbola-pair, the system in
[10] performs the robust fitting of a hyperbola-pair in the image space. [7], [4]
and [10] share the drawback that the ground plane is not updated on-line but
it is estimated prelimininarily. Thus, the pitching of the vehicle body may cause
incorrect remap and can adversely affect lane model fitting.

Kalman filtering is the most popular solution for lane tracking [4]. The co-
variance matrices of the noise models are tuned manually in most of the cases.

3 The proposed algorithm

The structure of the proposed algorithm is compared with the general outline of
lane detection algorithms in Figure 2. Its processing stages are detailed in the
followings.

3.1 Feature extraction and blob filtering

In the proposed algorithm, image processing is performed in the image space in
small search regions (ROI’s) around the lane boundary curves predicted from
previous frames (see Figure 2 and Figure 3). An advantage of working directly
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in the image space is that there is no need for the time-consuming inverse per-
spective mapping. However, in this solution, the lane markings detector should
have different kernel sizes, as the boundary features are vanishing with distance.
We deduct the apparent minimum and maximum lane markings (stripe) width
per scanline from the expected metrical stripe width by using the previously es-
timated 3D lane boundaries and the camera parameters. Apparent stripe width
information is associated to the ROI’s that also vanish with distance. Separate
ROI’s are calculated for the left and right-side stripes of the lane.

Lane markings are defined as light stripes of known width over a dark back-
ground. The stripes are oriented along the lane boundaries as predicted from
the previously estimated parameters of the lane model. Thus, the apparent lane
markings are visually enhanced with a specific variable-width linear filter per
scanline and the lane markings segmentation is performed by testing the intra-
class variance for multiple tresholds that are equally spaced between the maxi-
mum and minimum filter response per scanline.

Blobs are labelled and their area, center-of-gravity and second central mo-
ments are calculated. Next, the rough orientation, the major and minor axis
sizes and the excentricity are calculated for each blob. Small, near-horizontal
and nearly circular blobs are rejected. The mid-line (ridge) of each blob is also
extracted per scanline and represented as a point-chain.

3.2 Modelling the lane boundary markings

Long lane markings are represented by piecewise linear models (polylines) fit-
ted to the ridge points of the corresponding blob (see Figure 3). The vertical
positions of the control points, that is, the knots between the linear segments
of the model, are computed by taking the perspective effect into consideration.
Metrical distances are measured along the ridges of each blob with a closed
form formula that uses lane and ground information predicted from the previ-
ous images. The maximum metrical distance of the knots (the section length) is
set to 5 m for highways. This is also the threshold to distinguish between long
and short stripes. The polyline is fitted to the ridge points with a constrainted
least-squares (LS) method.

Short stripes are represented as linear segments (see again Figure 3). De-
pending on the minor-axis length (in pixels), two different lines are used, both
bounded between the top-most and the bottom-most pixel of the blob. Per-
spectively highly distorted lane markings appearing as trapesoids (typically, the
right image of close right boundary markings and the left image of close left-side
stripes) are modeled with a line that is LS-fitted to the ridge-points of the con-
sidered blob. For the other blobs, a line passing through the center of gravity
of the blob and parallel to its major axis is used, since it estimates better the
orientation of blobs that correspond to distant lane markings. In an additional
filtering step, stripe model segments shorter than 1 m and with an orientation
highly deviating from the predicted lane direction in the image are removed.
This is indispensable for removing false detections due to other vehicles on the
road that potentially occlude the lane markings.
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Fig. 3. Top row: ROI’s computed in the left image from predicted lane parameters
(left) and the result of segmentation (right). Second row: close-range and far-range
lane markings have several apparent forms. Third row: linear and polyline stripe models
(left) and their stereo correspondences (right). Bottom row: the detected curved lane is
reprojected to the left and right input frames for visualization. The red lines represent
the vanishing line of the detected ground plane, i.e. the estimated horizon.
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3.3 Model-based stereo matching and robust ground model fitting

The piecewise linear models are resampled in one image, and are matched point-
wise to corresponding segments in the other image within the corresponding
ROI, that is, the left or right one (see Figure 3). Matching is performed by
calculating the intersections between epipolar lines and stripe model segments
and the matched point chains are reconstructed in the vehicle’s reference frame
with the mid-point triangulation method, resulting in 3D polylines. The ground
fitting method developed is very similar to the RANSAC algorithm but we ex-
clude randomization and use brute force testing, instead. First, the 3D chains are
sorted based on their length, independently for the left and the right boundary.
Then starting from the longest chains, one chain is selected from both sides, and
the ground model is LS-fitted to their knot points. Then all the reconstructed 3D
chains are classified as inliers/outliers with respect to the resulting plane based
on their average orientation and maximum knot distance from the plane. This
is repeated until the longest set of inliers is found. Finally, the ground model is
re-fitted to the best set of inliers. As there are generally no more than 10 chains
and 150 knot points, this algorithm is not only robust and deterministic but it
is fast, as well.

3.4 Lane markings reconstruction and lane model fitting

Although, in the previous step, stripe models were reconstructed, it is not guar-
anteed that all the stripe models can be matched in a pair of corresponding
images, mainly due to occlusions. Thus, in an additional reconstruction step, all
the stripe models available in the images - more precisely the knot points of the
2D chains - are reprojected to the ground plane. In order to find the roughly
parallel structure in the data, a pair of parallel lines is used as lane boundary
models. They are applied with a similar robust LS method to the one used at
ground plane fitting. Then two additional models are fitted to the resulted inlier
chains: independent lines, to allow for the slight convergence of the boundaries
and a parabola-pair model for modelling road curves. Both models are fitted in
multiple steps by continously updating the set of inliers until the set stops evolv-
ing. This is hardly more than 2 steps per stage, in general. The parabolic model
is preferred against the linear one only if it fits much better to the data. This
prevents the lane model from reacting with a non-zero curvature to deficient and
noisy data. Figure 1 and Figure 3 show lane fitting results for a straight and for
a curved road segment, respectively.

3.5 Lane tracking

The common manual tuning method of the covariance matrices of a Kalman
filter used for tracking is not only time-consuming, but it is also difficult to find
the correct noise variances in the parameter space (e.g. to estimate the relative
parameter variances of the fitted parabola-pair). We found that exponential fil-
tering gives acceptable results while only a single time constant parameter needs
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to be estimated. Thus, we solved the tracking problem by using exponential
filtering and state-prediction based on a simple linear dynamical model. The
dynamical model uses the vehicle speed and yaw-rate as inputs which are avail-
able on the CAN bus. Note that the ground model is tracked first and only the
reliable, filtered ground plane parameters are passed to further stages.

4 Results

We have chosen a 25-seconds test sequence, including a lane change maneuver
on a highway in day-time to demonstrate the performance of the proposed al-
gorithm. On the left side of Figure 4, the speed and the yaw-rate - reported by
the internal vehicle state sensors - are plotted. The average speed was around
95 km/h and the maximum yaw-rate was 2◦/sec. On the right side, the tracked
lateral position and orientation of the vehicle are shown together with an illustra-
tion of the lane boundaries by using the sequence of estimated lane widths. It can

Fig. 4. Lane tracking results over a test sequence that includes a lane change maneuver.

be seen that the estimated lane width is approximately constant (it is 3.5±0.2 m)
and the vehicle position changes smoothly until a discontinuity, where the tracker
jumps automatically to the adjacent lane. The jump takes place when the lateral
position reaches 75% of the half-lane-width while the vehicle advances toward
the adjacent lane. The maximum distance of ground model fitting ranged from
15 to 70 m with an average of 42 m, and the lane model fitting from 29 to
76 m with an average of 54 m. Although the results shown are generated from
a day-time highway driving sequence, the algorithm achieves similar results in
night-time driving, as well. An example is shown on the top of Figure 5.

It should be noted that the current stage of our algorithm does not prevent
the loss of lane caused by potential occluding vehicles. This is shown at the
bottom of Figure 5. When the lane is lost, the lane model and the ROI’s are
reset to default until the lane is clamped again. Thus, the overlaid lane models
in the bottom figures are the default ones and are not valid detection results.

The MATLAB implementation of the algorithm (including some plotting
and saving tasks) runs off-line at 0.7-1 stereo-frames-per-second (fps) on an
Athlon64+ 2.7 GHz processor, without user-level code optimization. The seg-
mentation and blob filtering takes 85% of the processing time.
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Fig. 5. Examples of lane detection during night-time driving (top row) and lane loss
due to an occlusion of the left-side boundary markings (bottom row).

5 Conlusions

An efficient lane detection algorithm has been presented, that uses model-based
wide-baseline stereo vision for estimating the lane’s shape and the vehicle’s pose.
Since it relies on the visible lane markings solely, only sparse measurement data
is available for model fitting. Therefore, a low-order road surface model and
a horizontal lane profile model have to be used to achieve stable results. We
use a flat ground surface model and a parabola-pair lane model fitted to the
reconstructed 3D data. This restricts the applicability to highways and country
roads designed for high speeds. Ground model fitting is solved explicitely to
avoid reconstruction errors arising from the pitching of the vehicle body. Lane
model fitting is solved by multi-stage, robust but deterministic algorithms with
relatively low computational cost.

In order to increase reliability and precision, further work consists of intro-
ducing a more sophisticated lane marking model fitted to the image, as well as
using a different modelling for distant lane markings which are not clearly visible
and separable from each-other. This solution could increase the precision of the
stripes’ estimated direction.

When the lane markings are occluded by vehicles, points belonging to the
occluding vehicles may be misinterpreted and classified as points laying on the
road. False stripe models could be disqualified by making use of the known local
distortion between the two views of the same on-road point and by using an
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area-based test. Moreover, if only one side of the lane is visible due to occlusions,
the detected stripes representing the remaining visible boundary could still be
exploited by fitting a specific single-boundary lane model that preserves the lane
width over a reasonable time period. This could prevent short-term tracking
failures due to occlusions.

The presented algorithm is currently under implementation in C++ and will
be embedded into our recently developed stereo vision system in order to analyse
its real-time performance. Although the method relying solely on lane boundary
markings is designed to be stand-alone, it can be easily integrated into more
general stereo vision systems that are prepared for reconstructing the contours
of obstacles and barriers, as well.
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